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Cattle Rustling
A Major Crime

Raid by cattle rustlers, or "stock-thieves" were common occurrences in old Western days, and form an important part of the plot of "Unconquered Bandit", the new Tom Tyler film, now playing at the Theatre. It was a crime held in particular detestation by the ranchmen, as well might be the case, seeing that their principal investments were in stock, and short shrift was given the raiders caught red-handed by the indignant range-riders. As a matter of fact, a horse-thief had less chance than a murderer of escaping with his life, if rounded up.

Tom Tyler's escapade in masquerading as Night Hawk, the master-thief of "Unconquered Bandit", is therefore an experiment deeply fraught with peril of no ordinary kind. How he eludes his pursuers, plans and executes his vengeance on the rustlers who murdered his father, and persuades the girl he loves of his innocence, provides one of the most exciting plots ever filmed. The star is surrounded by an unusually talented cast. Pretty Lillian Gilmore appears as Helen Cleyburn, Tom's sweetheart, and plays the role with a piquant dash and allure which has won her golden tributes from the newspaper critics.
CATCH LINES

Through smoke and bullets, six-shooter blazing, gallops the screen's daredevil Tom Tyler, in his latest Steiner Western, "Unconquered Bandit". You've seen him ride and fight before, but you've never experienced such thrills as he gives you in this red-hot action story of the mountains and plains!

Would YOU take the chance of getting a rope round your neck just for a pretty girl's sake? Tom Tyler does that, and more, in his new rip-roaring yarn of the West, "Unconquered Bandit", a film that rattles with machine-gun speed from its lightning start right up to its crashing finish!

Imagine having to pass for a hunted outlaw, with honest folks just crazy to lynch you, or shoot you down from ambush! Tom Tyler leads exactly that sort of a double life in his latest Western, "Unconquered Bandit", firstly, because he wants to avenge a father's murder, secondly because it's the only way he can save the girl he loves. A picture with a punch in every foot of film!

You know what is likely to happen when Tom Tyler spurs hell-for-leather over a Western trail, all set for trouble! And there's plenty happens when the fast-riding, hard fighting ace of the screen strikes out for love and revenge in his new Steiner picture, "Unconquered Bandit".

The law couldn't help Tom Tyler when ruffians shot down his beloved father. So he follows the Western code and takes the law into his own capable hands in "Unconquered Bandit", his latest and best melodrama of the open, a film crammed with irresistible appeal for young and old.

Tom Tyler is in the saddle again, the shooting, fighting terror of "Unconquered Bandit", his latest Steiner Western. Flying fists and hissing bullets, thundering hoof-beats, romance and thrills galore, one exciting event crowding so fast on the heels of the next that you'll find yourself breathing only in gasps—a whirlwind of action!